Living on the edge: Critically Endangered San Martin titi monkeys
(Callicebus oenanthe) show a preference for forest boundaries in
C.C. Ojos de Agua, Peru.
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Figure 1. Callicebus oenanthe. By Eduardo Pinel.

This three-month study, conducted from
April 16 to July 14 2013, tested one main
hypothesis: San Martin titi monkeys in
conservation concession Ojos de Agua prefer
the boundary of primary and secondary forest
over forest interior. This hypothesis was
tested by estimating population density in the
area using a triangulation survey method.
Population density estimates were compared

Ojos de Agua is one of the few larger
areas where Callicebus oenanthe is still found.
Consequently, the area is of great importance
to the conservation of the species.
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Figure 2. Poisonous frog, endemic to the area.

By Jaime Sierro
Figure 3. Guide Joaquin learns how to use the compass with the help of my assistant Jaime (who took the
picture). All the guides that helped us throughout the study are members of ABOFOA, a local association of
farmers managing conservation concession Ojos de Agua. Our guides and president of the association were
taught how to conduct density measurements. We also taught the president how to use his newly acquired
GPS device (a donation from a Peruvian conservation NGO, supporting the association in their work).

